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Welcome David Haviland, 

Newton Warehouse, JoAnn Brown, 

Hesston logistics, Glad to have you 

all as a part of the Big B Crew.  
 

 

January: 
1st Jamie Bradley 

2nd Francis Thompson 

3rd Joe Bradley 

4th Jesse Bradley 

6th Stan Boyson 

20th Brian Tatro 

24th Tom Steffl 

24th Randy Prellwitz 

25th James Miller 

26th Ryan Harris 

26th Chris Mitchell 

27th Alex Parker 

30th Chance Brockett 
 

Company Anniversaries: 
27 yrs. Mark Wiegert 

16 yrs. Jim Stewart 

8 yrs. Gail Toyne 

7 yrs. Roger Heinrichs 

4 yrs. Brian Camell 

3 yrs. Ken Brewer 

3 yrs. Neil Berry 

1 yr. Todd Gunderson 

1 yr. Tim Branbsford 

1 yr. Brian Facile 

1 yr. Mark Trottier 

1 yr. Landon Larsen 

 

November & December 
No Violation Inspections: 

Brian Facile 11/6/20 IA 

Joyce Shaw 11/17/20 SD 

Brian Hope 11/20/20 KS 

Justin Gunderson 11/25/20 OK 

Brian Camell 12-7-20 SD 

Steve Converse 12/8/20 SD 

 

Violation Inspections: 

Nathan Cole 11/4/20 IA 

Unsecured lumber on deck 

Brain Camell 11/25/20 ND 

Inop. Trl.lights 

Tom Simpson 12/2/20 KS 

Inop. Lt.turn sig. 

Brad Beason12/21/20 FL 

Left lane violation 
 

No Violation Winner 
This months no-violation winner is 

Steve Converse. Please stop into 

any office to pick your prize. Thank 

you all for the clean inspections! 

 

 Idle Times….. 
November Least idle time –  

Doug Range 6% 

Highest Idle time- 

Mike McDermott 73.4% 

Fleet Average idle time – 30.4% 

 

<10% Idle time 

Earon Lawson 8% 

Brian Kuntz 8.7% 

Stan Boyson 9.3% 

LeRoy Raatz 9.6% 
 

The company driver with the 

highest MPG was Lynn Sowell at 

8.17MPG. 

 

CSA Score (last month) 
Unsafe 22 (20) HOS 39 (44)  
Crash 51 (62) Vehicle 70 (71)  
ISS 40  (40) PASS (PASS)  
 

Condolences to John and Jan 

Guerrero on the passing of Jan’s 

father, Ralph Brooks, on November 

22nd in Hoxie, KS.  You and your 

family are in our thoughts and 

prayers.  

 

 
All About Me 
Joe Brown has been with Doug 

Bradley Trucking off and on since 

2013.  Joe is an Owner Operator 

who drives out of our Walton 

terminal.  When he is not on the 

road he enjoys “getting wind 

therapy” on his Harley Davidson 

motorcycle, working on hotrods, 

going to car shows and spending 

time with his family.  Joe can best 

be described as honest, respectful 

and a a good christian.  On Joe’s 

bucket list is to “ride with 

‘Repented’ M.C. and spread God’s 

love to the world.” If you catch Joe 

out and about over the road you can 

reach him by his CB handle, Lucky.  

In his retirement he would like to 

open a tire shop and sell used cars 

on the side.  Joe would like to thank 

his parents for instilling in him to 

always be respectful to everyone. 

We would like to take this 

opportunity to thank Joe for his 

many years of hardwork and 

loyalty.  We look forward to many 

more years together.  

 

On behalf of Doug Bradley 

Trucking, have a Blessed, 

Joyful and Safe Christmas. 

And don’t forget to take time 

to reflect on and celebrate the 

birth of our Savior! 
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Top Netradyne Camera 

Scores for November 
1 Stephen Leshovsky 1036 

2 Chris Mitchell 1000 

3 Rick Gruhlke 981 

4 Bruce Glaser 966 

5 Christopher Friess 966 

6 Nicholas McKenna 961 

7 Janet Vinduska 957 

8 John Sheckler 952 

9 Justin Gunderson 949 

10 Richard Pope 949 

 

  Weather delays 
When the snow begins to fall and 

the roads get slick, you should 

expect delays. There are going to be 

times when you cannot deliver your 

load on time because the weather 

has gotten too bad. If you leave out 

on your load late, it makes it much 

harder to deliver on time. Please 

make sure to leave on time. And 

remember, if you are going to be 

late, let the dispatchers know, and 

let the customer know. But MOST 

IMPORTANTLY, remember that 

YOU MAKE THE CALL when it 

is safe to drive. If you don’t feel 

safe, get off the road. Be Safe!  
 

Truck Permits 
Permits for your trucks are 
available now. The one critical item 
which you will need before the 
start of 2021 is the IFTA sticker. 
Please make sure you have a 2021 
IFTA sticker on your truck by 
1/1/21.  

 

Coats 
This years Christmas Coats are in! 

Please stop in to your office to pick 

your coat up.  

 

Use Tire Chains? 
Every year we get the question, “do 

I have to put tire chains on the 

truck?” The answer has always 

been, NO. Our opinion is, if the 

weather is bad enough to need 

chains, you probably shouldn’t be 

driving. However, if you think you 

can use the chains to “just get over 

this one bad hill,” that is up to you. 

We appreciate your effort, but will 

NOT tell you that you have to put 

chains on your truck.  

 

$20 Inspection Tags 
Please make sure to be looking your 

trailers over well. We have hit a bit 

of a dry spell of drivers finding the 

$20 inspection tags. They are still 

on the trailers, hidden in places 

which you should be looking. When 

you find one, please turn it in with 

your envelope and we will PAY 

YOU FOR IT! Just after writing 

this article, Earon Lawson broke 

our dry spell. Good eye Earon! 

 
 

Time Off 
With Christmas and The New Year 

just around the corner, please 

remember to notify your dispatcher 

of any time that you want off. And 

remember, if you want to use 

vacation time to get paid for your 

time off, you MUST notify payroll 

(Brooke or Deborah).  

 

Salina is Sick! 
Now that a vaccine for Covid has 

been released, it would seem that 

we are nearing the end of the 

pandemic. However, at this 

moment, the Salina office is dealing 

with a significant outbreak. If you 

are able to avoid the Salina office 

for the time being, I WOULD! 

 

Brake Adjustment Violation 
Do you know the easiest and best 

way to adjust your “automatically 

adjusting” brakes? We recommend 

that while parked on flat ground, 

you let your air build all the way 

up, release your brakes and step on 

the brake pedal (all the way to the 

floor) 3-4 times. Doing this 

SHOULD adjust your automatically 

adjusting brakes. This is a quick, 

easy way to make sure everything is 

adjusted and working properly 

every day.  


